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Cute cakes for birthday girl

We know that all kinds of celebrations are very important for your family, your team, your friends and colleagues. We're designed to make your Celebration Cake a one-of-a-kind art piece that looks fabulous, and tastes simply Delicious! Check out our Cake Gallery and get some sweet ideas for your next event! Next time there is something amazing to celebrate, whether it's a birthday, a holiday, an
anniversary, a team party or just Thursday, give cute cakes a call... We'll put the ice on the cake! 1/21 Taste Home This is a moist and fluffy vanilla cake with lots of sprinkles and whipped vanilla buttercream-perfect as a kid's birthday cake idea. It's almost impossible not to feel happy when you see fun pop rainbow confetti! -Courtney Rich, Highland, Utah 2/21 Taste HomeIt's magic unicorn cake tastes as
good as it looks. Baking in smaller pans creates impressive heights, and some simple decorating tricks turn it into a showstopping dessert. -Lauren Knoelke, Des Moines, Iowa 3/21 Taste homeFrom the blue this time comes a truly beautiful view. As soon as folks get a glimpse of it though, it'll probably disappear quickly! Conjured up by CT's cooks, the colorful rainbow cake features a pound cake topped
with creamy spread and fresh fruit. The orange pot at the end of the rainbow is full of edges of dipping, too. You are good as a golden treat sure to shine at the St. Patrick's Day party! —or any festive event. 4/21 Taste homeNeed baby birthday cake idea that suits your little love for animals? Try these spectacular cakes that are really easier to make than they look. -Sarah Farmer, Taste of Home Test
Kitchen Director 5/21 Taste homeI've been making these colorful cupcakes with my mom since I was in high school. Cheerful sweets are as fun to make as they are eaten. -Tammy Quinn, Lynden, Ontario 6/21 BloggerThis is a moist and fluffy vanilla drop cake with lots of sprinkles and whipped vanilla buttercream. It's almost impossible not to feel happy when you see fun pop rainbow confetti! -Courtney
Rich, Highland, Utah 7/21 Taste HomeThis cake has great homemade flavor and tender crumb. Be sure to pile on butter frosting, which adds a burst of vanilla. -Taste home Test Kitchen 8/21 Taste HomeMariann James Ferguson, Missouri created a sweet and salty favorite with her original recipe for chocolate spice cake with caramel icing. Spicy chocolate cinnamon cane sugar was the perfect addition to
her unique cake. -Taste Home Test Kitchen 9/21 Taste HomeMy a friend asked me for her son's 5th birthday cake (she needed baby birthday cake ideas!), and when I asked him what he wanted for it, she said, Oh, just put on gobs and gobs of candy. Instead of piling on candy haphazardly, I think it should look like a Candy Land board game. Birthday boy, his friends and family loved it! -Pen Perez,
Berkeley, 10/21 Taste HomeTalk by that pops. Sometimes, I make this easy cake even more eye-catching, painting whipped cream, too. Use whatever sorbet flavor combination you want. -Bonnie Hawkins, Elkhorn, Wisconsin 11/21 Taste homeMy daughter loves all things pink, so this recipe was just right for her birthday. Even my teenage son (not a fan of pink) ate his share, too. -Paulette Smith, Winston-
Salem, North Carolina 12/21 Taste HomeImpress guests, making an adorable and delicious cake. It's actually easy to put together.-Bonnie Jost, Manitowoc, Wisconsin 13/21 Taste HomeThis tender, butter cream cheese cake with a thin concoction frosting is perfect for the crowd. It's always popular for potlucks and parties. It's not uncommon to see folks going back to the second and even the third piece. -
Gaye Mann, Rocky Mount, North Carolina 14/21 Taste homeThis wacky argyle cake will star in your retro birthday party. Have fun with decorations and coloring. -Taste Home Test Kitchen 15/21 I created this recipe based on our family's love of chocolate dipped ice cream cones. Red heart shaped sprinkles make them fun on Valentine's Day. Change the color to match the case. -Jennifer Gilbert, Brighton,
Michigan 16/21 Taste HomeSome cakes stand on their own without icing. For this bright Rainbow Cake, use a little whipped cream for fluffy clouds. -Janet Tigchelaar, Jerseyville, Ontario 17/21 Taste of HomeIt's so fun to make these and decorate with them! Bubbles can take weeks ahead. Turn them into orange pumpkins, multi-colored balloons – whatever! -Sarah Thompson, Taste home culinary director
18/21 Taste of HomeCherry cola and marshmallows make a zippy chocolate dessert that is scrumptious topped with vanilla ice cream. - Cheri Mason, Harmony, North Carolina 19/21 Taste homeThese is a cinch bake and even more fun to decorate! Keep decorating fun for a party action, and let the kids top their cakes in any way they want. -Taste Home Test Kitchen 20/21 Taste HomeI made this flower
cake for my niece's 4th birthday party, and again a baby shower. It was a hit on the part! -Debra Haraszkiewicz, Cement City, Michigan 21/21 Taste of HomeCream cheese is a secret ingredient in this simple pound cake recipe. This makes the cake firm for cutting and easy frost, too. This cake can be baked forward and frozen, then thawed before the hand and decorated, leaving you with plenty of time for
other preparations. - Ethel Ledbetter, Canton, North Carolina Originally Published: April 28, 2020Sign-up recipes on your Inbox Taste Home is an American #1 cooking magazine. It is also a time when children are old enough to know what they like and dislike. Not all girls like princesses and pink and purples... some like black (LOT) and pirates and ice cream. If I were a teen girl now, I'd ask for a Deadpool
birthday cake! Bahahahaha! Now, it's a badass! It's 2019 and the possibilities are endless! So , what do you send teenager when she gets a year older? Fret no more; as usual, SAHM is here before you even ask for it. Let's take a look at these totally amazing cakes for teenage girls! 1. A teenager obsessed with the gadget. using muffinworld.it 2. And for one who can't get enough makeup! using the
information referred to in cakesdecor.com 3. Sugar rush to a sweet one! using 4 cocina.facilisimo.com. Black + pink + zebra stripes = youthful, but elegant. using 5 pinterest.com. If your teenager loves the beach, she'll love this, too. using 6 facebook.com. Zebra stripes seem to be hip and going in print! using 7 catchmyparty.com. For a young ladies who loves designer brands! using 8 pinterest.com. And
your teenage musical genius who loves guitars. using 9 thecakemamas.com. Tea and biscuits and cupcakes that are oh so dainty – Alice in Wonderland feels! using 10 indulgy.com. Forget about your teenager. Bake this cake for you! using 11 rosalindmillercakes.com. Does the candy-covered cake look more fun than this? by means of Article 12(pinterest.com. Point. For the young one who loves
mermaids! article 13 instagram.com( And he who adores flowers and owls. article 14 bellacupcakes.blogspot.com( Oops, a bit of luxury doesn't have to be expensive! article 15 docteurbonnebouffe.com( And just doesn't mean boring. by means of Article 16( karaspartyideas.com Point. Your girl will absolutely treasure this one! using the 17 pinterest.com. April. Who doesn't love butterflies? article 18
craftymorning.com( One just can't get enough flowers! article 19 of the pinterest.com. This Marilyn Monroe cake is breathtaking! using 20 pinterest.com. If your young lady wants pink, give her pink! article 21 pinterest.com( Polka dot cake is absolutely cute. using 22 lenzo.com.au. Unicorn cake can never go wrong! using 23 pinterest.com. This Starbucks cake will hit among her friends. article 24 of the
cakecentral.com. Cool and elegant with a superhero-themed cake! Even girls can love Wolverine, right? article 25 of the pinterest.com. And who can refuse a cute ice cream themed cake? via facebook.com of these cakes teen girls could have for your daughter's next birthday cake? Christmas Christmas cases in today's post: Need a cute birthday cake, but a little lack of cake decorating skills? Me too! Find
20 super easy birthday cakes that anyone can decorate. I'm absolutely terrible at decorating birthday cakes. Honestly, I am. Luckily for me, my kids are terribly sweet, and Swear up and down that awful looking cake I really are just what they wanted. But I'm tired of making ugly cakes, so I've gathered up 20 birthday cake tutorials from Pinterest land that actually look easy enough for me to decorate without
messing them up. Tell me I found hundreds of cakes under the name easily, but only 20 of those who cut on this post, and here's why: a lot of blog posts cakes say they are easy to make, but I'm not buying it. For example, making six colors fondant and then rolling it out and cutting the gazillion into different shape pieces doesn't look easy for me. Likewise, piping out out frosting using the star tip to cover
Elmo or Cookie's head – I can guarantee that disaster will end if I try. So I present to you 20 easy birthday cakes that actually look easy! Looking for more birthday party help? Find 50 easy birthday party games for kids right here 20 easy birthday cakes 1. Make a cake, frost, use a cookie cutter as a template for sprinkles, and you're done! Such a pretty, professional-looking cake with so little effort – I am! 2.
This birthday cake is completely covered with sprinkles, which means that it hides all the gaps in frosting. Endlessly Inspired shares tips on getting this look in just 10 minutes. 3. Are these small crab cakes adorable or what? I could easily see my baby having a great time putting together crabs for me while I bake cupcakes, frost them and dust with Graham cracking crumbs. Easy and fun to do together!
From Pure and scentsible. 4. Here's another cupcake option, this time from Betty Crocker. Cupcakes are arranged in the right shape, then matte looks like a shaped cake (much simpler than cutting cake shape and trying to frost cut sides). 5. Ever seen these amazing rainbow cakes people bake in six different colored layers, then stack with white frosting? They're beautiful, but the thought of getting 6
different layers baked, then out of the pan without its breaking would kinda stress me out. These rainbow cupcakes from Hoosier Homemade seem much simpler but still super cute. 6. This easy snowman cake from Betty Crocker would be perfect for a winter birthday and it looks supersimple to make using white frosting and coconut. 7. Here's another great idea for coconut: mix a little green food coloring
and use it as grass – then top with dinosaurs or other small animals (you could even use blue coconut and top with sea creatures or Swedish Fish!). The idea of a spoon. 8. This balloon cake is so beautiful! Instead of trying (and failing) to pipe perfect circles on the cake, just frost vanilla waffles and place them on top. The idea of an easy birthday cake is better for homes and gardens. 9. Balloons are perfect
for cakes – so how about using real ones? Water balloons tied to wooden bings are just the right size for decorating a simple white cake. The idea from Design Megillah. 10. For another twist on the ballon cake, try these adorable balloon bunch cupcakes from pepper design blog – just dunk matte cupcake sprinkles, then stick three dum dums in each of them. Click for more for recipe and frosting tips. 11.
These flower cupcakes are beautiful! Just cut large marshmallows at an angle to the petals and add M&amp;amp; M to the center - what could be simpler? From Moje Wypieki: 12. Check out the beach bucket cakes from Rook No. 17 – they look just about impossible to ruin, and kids will enjoy scooping up the cake with a shovel! 13. Usually when I search I don't turn to Martha Stewart, but these butterfly
butterfly The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. 14. I found quite a few fish cakes in my search for easy cakes, and although some of them looked simple enough, they all needed cutting the cake into several shapes and frosting the whole thing. This pool party fish cake from Time 2 Save looks even easier: 15. This heart shaped cake from Better Recipes is meant for Valentine's Day,
but I see a lot of little girls enjoying their birthday. The best part? No need for a special heart-shaped pan. Click over to see how easy it is with standard pans (and you don't frost any cut edges!). 16. So cool, isn't it? My 5 year old son loves this construction cake from fredelicious, and I wouldn't stress about making everything perfect. 17. Texas Monkey is a genius! She shows you how to hide any and all the
gaps in the cake by wrapping it in candies and topping it up with more candy – ending with a very swanky looking cake in about 15 minutes. You have to click on more to see all her other versions of the same idea. 18. This totally awesome basketball cake from Follow Eric might take a little time, but it looks pretty easy to execute. Think how simple a baseball cake would be using white frosting and red
M&amp;amp; Ms for binding! 19. I recently made 4 different types of pirate cupcakes, and they were all super simple! 20. For the last easy birthday cake idea, I love the classic look of this super simple pirate ship cake, seen in iVillage: Are there great easy birthday cake ideas? Links to photos on your blog? Leave them all in the comments so we can check them out! Out!
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